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1. Thread on Fiona Barnett... #FionaBarnett
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2.  In “Hang on for the Ride” Fiona drew pictures of 
her abuse and named some high level abusers.    
#fionabarnett #csa #childabuse #sra

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2015/11/3

0/my-story-fiona-barnett-hang-on-for-the

-ride/

3. Hang on For the Ride was a revelation back in 2015 
and still is - not just child abuse, but ritual abuse, mind 
control programming, armed forces, international, high 
level. Names, places, programmes id'd. Irrefutable and 
in easy to understand drawings.

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2015/11/3

0/my-story-fiona-barnett-hang-on-for-the

-ride/

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2015/11/30/my-story-fiona-barnett-hang-on-for-the-ride/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2015/11/30/my-story-fiona-barnett-hang-on-for-the-ride/






4. Over the years Fiona's revelations  just kept on 
coming, culminating in her amazing free ebook - Eyes 
Wide Open, Lockdown Edition available here...  
#FionaBarnett #EyesWideOpen

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/06/2

3/fionas-barnetts-eyes-wide-open-updated

-lockdown-edition/

5.  Direct pdf download of Fiona's book Eyes Wide 
open from this link. 63Mb  Lockdown Edition was the 
latest update.  #FionaBarnett #EyesWideOpen 
#LockdownEdition

https://cathyfox.files.wordpress.com/202

0/06/fionaeyesewo_june2020_lockdownediti

on.pdf

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/06/23/fionas-barnetts-eyes-wide-open-updated-lockdown-edition/
https://cathyfox.files.wordpress.com/2020/06/fionaeyesewo_june2020_lockdownedition.pdf


6. Fiona was successor to a Grande Dame ie she was 
in training to take over from a Grande Dame. Grande 
Dames are roughly equivalent in rank to High 
Priestess but mainly are in charge of beta kitten sex 
slaves... #fionabarnett #GrandeDame #BetaKitten 
#sexslaves



7.  Fiona was MK Ultra mind controlled by Gittinger 
and others, and so was dissociative. She went down 
the route of integration of alters, and now has taken 
down her blogs, and videos and withdrawn from 
public. Fiona's information was valuable  and needs to 
be refound and rebuilt



8. A list of majority of Fiona articles I blogged or wrote 
is here. Links  to Fiona's sites are dead and many 
youtube links. I will try to update, but it is a large task. 
Others need to help with  indexing the archives of her 
old sites.   #fionabarnett

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/09/2

1/fiona-barnetts-long-goodbye/

9. Fiona's main blogging sites were 
Pedophiles Down Under (archive)  #fionabarnett 
#PedophilesDownUnder

https://web.archive.org/web/201808231630

18/https://pedophilesdownunder.com/

10. ... and Fiona Barnett .org whose archive is here  
#fionabarnett

https://web.archive.org/web/202300000000

00*/https://fionabarnett.org/

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/09/21/fiona-barnetts-long-goodbye/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180823163018/https://pedophilesdownunder.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20230000000000*/https://fionabarnett.org/


11. Early on Fiona released a documentary Candy Girl 
which was the name they called her...  #fionabarnett 
#candygirl #childabuse #mkultra #sra #csa

https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:

8/Fiona-Barnett-The-'Candy-Girl'-Documen

tary-MUST-SEE!!-Qdjy5QX5gfk:5

12. In 2018 Fiona gave her testimony to ITNJ. They 
took a long time to release and cut out the names she 
gave iirc. Not sure which copy this is.   #ITNJ 
#FionaBarnett

https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:

8/FIONA-BARNETT-ITNJ-TESTIMONY-86715d828

6dfe411107814d151cf6376da4700a3:7

13. ITNJ were suspected to be a limited hang out, but 
Fiona was always keen to try anything to get her story 
out and help other survivors. For those that want to 
know more about ITNJ see this thread .   #ITNJ 
#FionaBarnett

https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:8/Fiona-Barnett-The-'Candy-Girl'-Documentary-MUST-SEE!!-Qdjy5QX5gfk:5
https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:8/FIONA-BARNETT-ITNJ-TESTIMONY-86715d8286dfe411107814d151cf6376da4700a3:7


https://en.rattibha.com/thread/137401364

7991799814

15. This article was to bring attention to Monarch mind 
control / mk ultra, behind the system - Miley Cyrus role 
for system is Pop Singer /influencer to Fiona Barnett 
Grande Dame Successor  #MileyCyrus #FionaBarnett 
#mindcontrol #mkultra #monarchmindcontrol

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2015/12/1

8/from-fiona-barnett-to-miley-cyrus/

16. Fiona gave many witness statements but one she 
made public was this, which covered a lot of ground.   
#fionabarnett #witnessstatement

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/07/2

8/witness-statement-by-fiona-barnett/

https://en.rattibha.com/thread/1374013647991799814
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2015/12/18/from-fiona-barnett-to-miley-cyrus/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/07/28/witness-statement-by-fiona-barnett/


17. Fiona's  witness statement showed some of  the 
extent of Nazi influence and background of 
Luciferians. This post was a collation of 5 survivors 
stories on Nazi influence in MKUltra  - Nazis and Mind 
Control  #fionabarnett #nazi #nazis #mkultra

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2019/12/0

1/nazis-and-mind-control/

18. Fantastic analysis by Fiona of Alice in Wonderland 
and Wizard of Oz MK-ULTRA Programming Unpacked 
for Grande Dame    #mkultra #mindcontrol 
#fionabarnett #alice #WizardofOz #monarch 
#emeraldcity #glinda

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/11/0

8/alice-in-wonderland-and-wizard-of-oz-m

k-ultra-programming-unpacked/

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2019/12/01/nazis-and-mind-control/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/11/08/alice-in-wonderland-and-wizard-of-oz-mk-ultra-programming-unpacked/


19. Fiona's pressure helped to get an unprecedented 
recognition and apology for ritually abused victims 
from the Prime Minister of Australia... a world first.  
#apology #ritualabuse #sra #rsa #australia

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/10/2

5/acknowledgement-and-apology-to-ritual-

abuse-victims-from-australian-prime-mini

ster/

20.  Aquino was a high level MK ultra mind control 
programmer of Fiona  - These are several survivors 
mentions of Michael Aquino  #FionaBarnett 
#MichaelAquino #mkultra #mindcontrol #monarch 
#Aquino

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/07/3

1/michael-aquino-research-information/

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/10/25/acknowledgement-and-apology-to-ritual-abuse-victims-from-australian-prime-minister/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/07/31/michael-aquino-research-information/


21. Many people avoid triggers, Fiona said face them 
as that is when alters were made. She made a video 
on how to integrate alters and later wrote about it in 
her book.  #fionabarnett #alters #DID #dissociation 
#triggers #mkultra #mindcontrol

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/03/2

1/how-to-integrate-alters-fiona-barnett/

22. One of Fiona's most important posts was her 
expose of False Memory Syndrome Foundation as 
frauds and pedos, so I resurrected it from archive. 
Substack and wordpress versions may vary  
 #FMSF  
 #FalseMemorySyndrome #falsememories

https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/real-memo

ries-fake-false-memory-foundation https:

//cathyfox.wordpress.com/2022/07/14/real

-memories-fake-false-memory-foundation/

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/03/21/how-to-integrate-alters-fiona-barnett/
https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/real-memories-fake-false-memory-foundation
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2022/07/14/real-memories-fake-false-memory-foundation/


23. Another valuable post resurrected was Fiona's 
post on the Eastern Star masonic organisation and 
programming tool.  Kidman used it and messed up 
Fiona's programming.  #easternstar #freemason 
#fionabarnett #mkultra

https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/cabala-ea

stern-star-and-mk-ultra

24. Nathan Stolpman interviewed Fiona in 2018 Jul 
when Fiona was writing her book and much pedo info 
was coming out in public  #fionabarnett 
#nathanstolpman #csa

https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:

8/LIVE_-Fiona-Barnett-w_-Nathan-Stolpman

--SurvivorStories--PedoWood-b6V5Jp_eioc:

6

https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/cabala-eastern-star-and-mk-ultra
https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:8/LIVE_-Fiona-Barnett-w_-Nathan-Stolpman--SurvivorStories--PedoWood-b6V5Jp_eioc:6


25. Tye from OutoftheG8te interviewed Fiona several 
times. Only two survive, this one with Fiona and Isaac 
Kappy  a year before he "died" under suspicious 
circumstances...  #fiona #kappy #isaackappy 
#FionaBarnett #tye #outofthefgate

https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:

8/Isaac-Kappy---Fiona-Barnett-VF73vqatn2

PN:e

26. Tye's other surviving interview afaik with Fiona is 
iirc just before Fiona's full integration and withdrawal 
from public. Fiona suffers from what was done to her.   
#tye #FionaBarnett  #csa #sra #ritualabuse #fiona 
#interview

https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:

8/In-Bed-with-Fiona-Barnett-2G9MDXOxTP6F

:a

https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:8/Isaac-Kappy---Fiona-Barnett-VF73vqatn2PN:e
https://odysee.com/@FoxesAmazingChannel:8/In-Bed-with-Fiona-Barnett-2G9MDXOxTP6F:a


27. Fiona's whistleblowing made her deep state 
enemies. There was a long rambling hitpiece which 
she swiftly decapitated with evidence. It was important 
to revive her rebuttal.  wordpress  
substack  #fionabarnett #hitpiece #rebuttal

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2022/07/0

9/fionas-2019-rebuttal-of-hit-piece-with

-evidence/ https://foxyfox.substack.com/

p/fiona-barnetts-2019-evidenced-rebuttal

28. Towards the end of this Fiona thread now, so will 
once again post her book link. The latest edition was 
the Lockdown Edition - Pdf link here 63Mb   
#FionaBarnett #EyesWideOpen #LockdownEdition

https://cathyfox.files.wordpress.com/202

0/06/fionaeyesewo_june2020_lockdownediti

on.pdf

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2022/07/09/fionas-2019-rebuttal-of-hit-piece-with-evidence/
https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/fiona-barnetts-2019-evidenced-rebuttal
https://cathyfox.files.wordpress.com/2020/06/fionaeyesewo_june2020_lockdownedition.pdf




29. For those not familiar with Grande Dames, High 
Priestess, Mothers of Darkness etc a good place to 
search is Deprogramwiki which is a mine of illuminati 
information and contains several fantastic books.  
#deprogramwiki #grandedame #mothersofdarkness

https://deprogramwiki.com/

30. Another useful thread is this thread of 
whistleblowers. It needs updating as there are many 
more, but good for a start...  #illuminati 
#whistleblowers

31. One of the most despicable acts against Fiona 
came from Craig Sawyer. Fiona blogged some 
whistleblower testimony from ex V4CR Director and 
employees. Sawyer, issued a dirtied police type 
mugshot of Fiona, a ritual sexual abuse survivor.   
#craigsawyer

https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/craig-saw

yer-v4cr-6-contraland-controversies

https://deprogramwiki.com/
https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/craig-sawyer-v4cr-6-contraland-controversies


32. Fiona Barnett said the CIA ran the global child 
trafficking network. Craig Sawman Sawyer, 
supposedly a Christian these days, works closely with 
CIA.
This is Fiona saying Fiona 1, CIA 0.
Fiona Barnett, a true survivor hero.  #FionaBarnett 
#survivors #csa #ritualabuse

end of thread unless anything major come up. Will 
@threadreaderapp unroll for now and in a couple of 
days will rattibha it if finished.



33. Will add a few more posts... Fiona exposed Meryl 
Streep when there were several exposes of Hollywood 
stars 2018 - Hollywood Starting to Crack...  
#fionabarnett #merylstreep #hollywood #pedowood

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/07/2

5/hollywoods-starting-to-crack-wide-open

/

34. Fiona was one of the first whistleblowers on Billy 
Graham. Fiona was raped at Bohemian Grove 
dressed as a Teddy Bear.  #billygraham #teddybear 
#bohemiangrove #fionabarnett

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/08/0

6/billy-graham-pedophile-illuminati-luci

ferian-and-monarch-slave-programmer/

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/07/25/hollywoods-starting-to-crack-wide-open/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2018/08/06/billy-graham-pedophile-illuminati-luciferian-and-monarch-slave-programmer/


35. Fiona exposed Hillsong and Frank Houston, as 
early as 2018 in her witness statement see tweet 16,  
probably earlier in blogposts. Chapter 13 in her book 
is dedicated to Hillsong. Thread on Hillsong here...  
#Hillsong #FrankHouston #justinbieber #fiona

36. Just fyi this is the old 2020 thread on Fiona

https://en.rattibha.com/thread/121321895

5185311749

37.  This is a good resource on mk ultra mind control 
in Australia  #mkultra #australia

https://webbrain.com/brainpage/brain/0F3

B7FA4-B45D-090A-DF25-670B41430468#-1421

38. Updated and degoogled afap MK Ultra Mind 
Control in Australia McMurray Reports  
#mcmurrayreports #mkultra #mindcontrol #australia

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2016/01/0

5/mk-ultra-mind-control-in-australia/

https://en.rattibha.com/thread/1213218955185311749
https://webbrain.com/brainpage/brain/0F3B7FA4-B45D-090A-DF25-670B41430468#-1421
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2016/01/05/mk-ultra-mind-control-in-australia/


39. Steve Outtrim was an excellent researcher and 
corresponded with Fiona - The Sawman, the Priest 
and the Fi Fi Dossier – Let’s Look at the Evidence  
#steveouttrim #fionabarnett #craigsawyer #eliahipriest 
#hitpiece

https://burners.me/2019/02/11/the-sawman

-the-priest-and-the-fi-fi-dossier-lets-l

ook-at-the-evidence/

40. This post has a valuable interview with Steve 
McMurray and also an international angle to the mind 
control mk ultra research  #fionabarnett #mkultra

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2016/07/1

2/australian-mind-control-research-and-r

esource-steve-mcmurray/#mcmurrayreport

https://burners.me/2019/02/11/the-sawman-the-priest-and-the-fi-fi-dossier-lets-look-at-the-evidence/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2016/07/12/australian-mind-control-research-and-resource-steve-mcmurray/#mcmurrayreport


41. Who is the Mother of Darkness? Mother can refer 
to anything from High Priestess up and is used 
intentionally to confuse with the real MOD at the top. 
The drawing is marked Shirley. #MotherofDarkness 
#fionabarnett #shirley #mod



42. Shirley Maclaine has been suggested and there is 
a similarity...  #ShirleyMaclaine



43. In an archive of one of Fiona's posts , Marianne 
Barnard tweets about Shirley MacLaine, sister of 
Warren Beatty as Illuminati family and a Greek 
Goddess type figure   #shirleymaclaine #warrenbeatty

https://web.archive.org/web/201912141407

02/https://pedophilesdownunder.com/2018/

09/09/hollywood-pedos-hefner-beatty-nich

olson-polanski-matthau/

https://web.archive.org/web/20191214140702/https://pedophilesdownunder.com/2018/09/09/hollywood-pedos-hefner-beatty-nicholson-polanski-matthau/






44. Shirley MacLaine was married to NSA man, and 
was used by CIA in operation in Australia to 
compromise Aus MP Andrew Peacock. She 
specialises in astral projection, one of the skills of 
Theta mind control.  #shirleymaclaine #astralprojection 
#cia #mkultra

https://web.archive.org/web/201912141407

02/https://pedophilesdownunder.com/2018/

09/09/hollywood-pedos-hefner-beatty-nich

olson-polanski-matthau/

https://web.archive.org/web/20191214140702/https://pedophilesdownunder.com/2018/09/09/hollywood-pedos-hefner-beatty-nicholson-polanski-matthau/






45. More on Shirley MacLaine in this post on Marianne 
Barnard, and updated with Polanski talking about his 
child abuse.  #polanski #romanpolanski 
#mariannebarnard #shirleymaclaine



These pages were created and arranged by Rattibha
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The contents of these pages, including all images,
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https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/08/0

4/mind-control-programming-marianne-barn

ard-and-the-polanski-network/

46. Fiona (in reality what we saw was Soldier Alice 
alter) was integrating her alters. She and wrote this 
last post before integration then going private. 
Warrior Fiona Barnett’s Long Goodbye  #fionabarnett 
#soldieralice #ritualabuse #csa #sra #fiona

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/09/2

1/fiona-barnetts-long-goodbye/

47. Fiona Barnett Links Summary  #fionabarnett #csa 
#mkultra #ritualabuse #links

https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/fiona-bar

nett-links-summary

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/08/04/mind-control-programming-marianne-barnard-and-the-polanski-network/
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2020/09/21/fiona-barnetts-long-goodbye/
https://foxyfox.substack.com/p/fiona-barnett-links-summary
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